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Session 7: Ball Control & Dribbling 3

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

CARS (10-15min)
Players do their car
impression. Each player
dribbles around area
according to the "traffic
conditions" that are called
out: Green: go, Red: stop,
Yellow: change direction,
First gear: slow, Turbo: fast,
Reverse: backwards, Bump:
throw ball in air and control
on bounce

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

CAPTURE THE BALL
(15-20min)
Equal teams each team’s
home in the corners. Soccer
balls in the middle. All
players starting inside their
home bases. On command,
players each get one ball.
They try to dribble it into
their home base. Players
can steal balls from
opponent’s home bases.

Progression
-Play without a ball
-Piranhas need to be in crab
position to move
-Specify way kids need to dribble

-Short and long touches
-Speed
-Teamwork
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-Look ahead and plan route
-Times to be patient and times to
go quickly
-Use the entire "river"
DICOVERY QUESTION
-When did you slow down/speed
up?
-What did you do to get by the
piranhas?

-Appropriate touch and pace on
ball
-Control ball at "base"
-Team communication

Progression
-Change the number of soccer ball DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-Restrict dribbling options
-When did you take long touches?
Short touches
- (less balls than players) How did
you decide who was going to get a
ball?

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points

- Changing speed and cutting while -Use all parts of the foot
controlling ball
-Quick first step when changing
-Head up
direction
-Keep ball close (as appropriate:
closer at slower speeds further at
Progression: Add cones or other
faster speeds).
obsticals that they go around or
avoid.
DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
Change to bumper cars where they -What was easiest to do? Hardest?
give each other "nudges" to get
Most fun?
used to body contact and
controlling the ball.

-Planning movement
-Slowing and speeding up
-Cutting and changing direction

Activity 2

CROSS THE RIVER
(10-15min)
The players go "boating"
from one "shore" (line) to
another. In the river are
"piranhas" that try and tag
boaters. Once tagged
boaters become piranahs

Objectives

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
If something isn't working don't
force it. Move on to another
activity.
HOMEWORK:
Dribble the ball and try not to let it
stop moving and try not to let it hit
any object in the yard
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